
Reporting Period: November 25, 2023 to December 25, 2023. 

Note: Missing dates normally mean that the wind contributed to boats not 

going out to fish.  

I have a NEW email, if you can send me any fishing news or  

pictures: lyncurt0@gmail.com 

NOTE: This will be brief and general since NIGHTWINGS has been out of      

commission and few reports have been made due to windy weather. In general 

trolling for Yellowtail and Bonito has been really successful most days in the 

Turner area. I have been “up north" for a couple of weeks also. 

11/26/2023  MONTANA KIDDS fished in the bay from Cerro Prieto towards the ramp for lots of Rockies, triggers and one  

halibut. They also reported seeing a diver spear a nice Halibut near the old “south ramp”.  A Mexican charter fished Dead 

Man, trolling for limits of nice Yellowtail and some Bonito. NIGHTWINGS managed to land three Cortez Halibut to 3 kilos,   

11/27/2023 EL SUENO trolled for limits of big Yellowtail and some Bonito. SAND DOLLAR tried Dead Man, but not much 

there, but found limits of Yellowtail and Bonito at Turner. All on the troll. 

11/29/2023 HILL BILLY YACHT caught limits of Yellowtail and Bonito in the Turner area. 

12/01/2023 KNIGHT FISHER and other Mexican boats were at Turner  catching limits of Yellowtail. NIGHTWINGS fished from 

the beach at Red Rock for four decent Halibut to over 3 kilos. So far the halibut have been biting better than last year but 

require a lot of effort casting. 

12/06/2023 EL SUENO CAUGHT caught limits of Yellowtail Bonito near Turner. 

12/12/2023 EL SUENO and SAND DOLLAR got limits of Yellowtail and Bonito at Turner. 

12/13/2023 EL PATO was back at Turner for limits of …, you guessed it, Yellowtail and nice Bonito. 

12/20/2023 EL PATO had great Yellowtail fishing at Turner. “I can’t remember a year here in Kino that has been this good for 

this long”. 




